
A Property Exit Strategy that minimizes liabilities 
 
Commercial residential property owners and managers typically have a twofold goal: build a 
strategy that is profitable while you own the property and when you leave the property. 
Establishing that plan at the outset and sticking to it vigorously are said to be key to 
succeeding in the multiunit residential property sector.  
 

 

Problems naturally occur along the way no matter how perfectly your plans are designed, 
implemented and finessed over time, but your job as property manager, apartment building owner, or 
residential complex owner is to anticipate hiccups and have a remedy – or at least be prepared to run 
out and acquire it – if necessary. Without that kind of preparation, you could find your business 
saddled with unforeseen, and costly, liabilities. 
  
Here are five strategic considerations for exiting a property without creating havoc: 
  
1. Build your exit into your initial plan. Your asset management plan should establish your project’s 
goals both in terms of money and the community. Benchmarking against preset financial 
measurements will help you budget for upkeep of the property, marketing and other operational 
expenses while providing a forward-looking scope of the overall residential rental property market in 
your locale that allows you to shrink or expand your planned tenure in the property. 
  
2. Network with investors. Knowing you may not have the property forever, you need to keep your ear 
to the ground for prospective buyers whose interests fit your community, price and sales/financing 
model. Do you want to slowly exit through a management buyout? Do you want to sell to the highest 
bidder? How about a private equity or real estate investment trust deal? Each has its benefits and 
drawbacks. Do you want to set your selling profile in stone now? It might be better to leave your 
options open. But you will need solid advisors and a lot of market knowledge. One thing you know, 
you don’t want to become a distressed sale. 
  
3. Investing with an eye to a sale. While you are immediately interested in maintaining or even 
upgrading your property for the benefit of your residents and your own bottom line, you also need to 
be aware of the return on your investments when it is time to exit the property. Will your upgrades 
today be dated in five years? Are they durable enough to survive intact until your departure? Will you 
get back a multiple of what you put in? 
  
4. Know your property. When it comes time to sell, your prospective buyers – if they are serious and 
of high quality – will want to know a ton about the business, the plant, the market, and their risks. 
Your disclosures could make or break the deal, but what you say may be held against you. You should 
have answers to their questions, but whatever you represent as the case should be the case or you 
may face substantial liability. Be sure to seek proper counsel for these important considerations. A 
representations and warranty insurance policy is pretty standard in the sale of large commercial 
properties, but having to turn to it because you said or indicated untrue things in the course of the 
transaction isn’t a desired outcome. 
  
5. Maintaining your reputation. Presumably, your desire is to stay in the commercial residential 
property business. Even if this were to be your last property sale of all time, you most likely wouldn’t 
want your name to be mud in the press or in the industry. Working steadfastly for your residents 
throughout your time as the owner or manager of a property is one leg of the reputational stool. The 
other two legs of that stool are transparency to the community and transitioning to the new owner 
and manager. Leaving tenants or the community out of the sale’s considerations can undo years of 
excellent relations. When residents don’t know what is coming, they get very nervous – your highest-
quality tenants, both residential and commercial (if you have a dual-use property), could bail out. 
Make sure they have a secure feeling about the new owners, and make sure you build some kind of 
transition team into the deal so new owners can segue into the property instead of jumping in without 
a life jacket. 
  
Executing a competent, clear and reputable exit from your commercial rental properties can be both 
profitable for you and beneficial for your communities. Your legacy in one locale will travel with you 



and define your company for the next property you want to buy. Plan accordingly each time you enter 
a transaction. Build relationships with residents, regulators, financiers and your industry peers so you 
are always evolving with the market and always envisioning the next profitable deal. 
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